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Data is the new oil. Everyone wants to make a profit off it. This has prompted governments
around the world to make strict data protection laws to protect the sensitive data of citizens.
Though Businesses and professionals are coming to terms with them, there is still a gap in
privacy education. 

We aim to bridge this gap in the global data privacy market and build a global community of
privacy professionals who can support each other in their professional journeys. We at Tsaaro
Academy work towards providing Top-notch training and education in the area of data privacy
and helping people kickstart their careers in data privacy. 

As an official IAPP training partner, we offer certifications for CIPP, CIPT, and CIPM Along with
hands-on experience through our consulting practice at Tsaaro. 
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As a leader in privacy education, we have trained 900+ professionals in over 100 batches in the
last year. Our learners have had great success in getting their IAPP certifications with a passing
rate of over 90%. We realized this was not enough and planned to go the extra mile for our
students. That is how the placement support initiative came into existence.

We understand that each learner is unique and provide various opportunities for them to interact
with industry experts, and assist learners with one-on-one interactions for guidance from trainers
and experts. The high reputation of our Academy attracts many reputed companies for
recruitment. We aim to successfully introduce students to industry leaders and exciting new
opportunities in their respective domains and help them to the last mile in their journey of
becoming privacy professionals. Recruitment opportunities have been actively provided by our
team since the program began and the initiative has seen a huge response from students and
recruiters alike. 

THE INITIATIVE/OBJECTIVE
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Who should apply

Benefits
Get an opportunity to learn from industry
experts

Get daily updates about any potential job
opportunities

Become job ready with Tsaaro Academy's
Interview Booster at discounted rates. 

Log into the Tsaaro Academy portal
Fill up the placement support form with the
required details

Interested students can follow the steps below
to avail placement support -

We believe all our students are filled with potential and it is only a matter of getting the right opportunity.

With the same notion, the placement support initiative is open to everyone, current and past students at

Tsaaro Academy.

Process

Once the student has completed the form and completed any other requirements as needed, their resumes

will be added to the database which will be shared with potential recruiters/firms.

Further, if the profile meets the eligibility criteria set by the recruiters, you will be informed about the same.



Mobile : +91 78380 84353
E-mail : info@tsaaroacademy.com

Tsaaro Academy is a unique privacy certification training
platform as we strive to provide operational leadership, best
practices, training, and support for data privacy. Our aim to
bring more data privacy experts to close the worldwide
talent gap.

If you have any other queries regarding our
placement initiative you can get in touch with us. 


